
At Alpha Packaging, we ask the right questions to help you �nd an environmentally-friendly 
packaging solution without sacri�cing quality and performance.

Contact us to receive a free sample pack of Alpha’s most popular sustainable packaging options.
nick.bianchi@alphap.com    |   800.421.4772   |   sustainability.alphap.com  

What are you trying to achieve 
with a greener package?

Do you want to use 100% recycled content, 
reduce your use of raw materials, or use less 

energy to manufacture and ship your package?
Whatever your goals are, we can help 

point you in the right direction.

Where do you sell your product 
and how do you ship it?
We can guide you toward the green solution that 
protects your product in all climates and elements. 
We can also manufacture packaging that meets 
speci�c environmental guidelines, such as 
California's RPPC regulations.

Are you looking for a package
that is made of recycled material?
Alpha is one of the only packaging suppliers
that will make plastic bottles and jars from 
100% recycled content, giving a second life 

to packages and keeping them out of land�lls. 
Alpha stocks select items in 100% recycled 

PET and can run recycled PET and 
HDPE in every one of our molds.

Do you want 
recyclable packaging?

Alpha’s PET and HDPE bottles and jars 
are fully recyclable in community 
recycling streams, and when your 

customers recycle these bottles, the 
resin can be reused for a variety 

of commercial applications – 
including new bottles and jars!

Do you want your plastic 
to be plant-based?

Alpha can make bottles and jars 
from plant-based PET and HDPE 

that look and perform just like the 
conventional plastics you are using 
now. We also can discuss the pros 

and cons of other plant-based 
resins with you.

Do you want to reduce the 
amount of plastic used?

At Alpha, our engineering team is 
actively working to reduce the weight 

of our containers without sacri�cing quality. 
By choosing light-weighted containers, 

you can save on shipping costs while also 
demonstrating to customers that you 
are doing your part to use less plastic.

Green packaging has the green light at Alpha.  100% recycled content  |  Recyclable plastic  |  Bioresins  |  Source-reduction and light-weighting


